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All of a sudden I'm hearing more about er, an admixture added during the

the increased use of “plastic” cements in port land cement plaster mixing

stucco application. Are these cements process. Plasticizers have nothing what-

that actually have bits of plastic added soever to do with plastic materials—

to them and if so, are they really they contain no plastic and are usually

supposed to be used in a plaster appli- lime or a limestone derivative—rather,

cation? they derive their name from the way

Yes, plastic cement can be used in

portland cement stucco mixes. Once

largely a Western U.S. product, the

plastic cements have begun to see

greater use in other regions of the

country. One indicator of their

increased use and acceptability would

be last year’s creation of a new ASTM

material standard, A 1328, StandardA standard portland cement mix con-

sists of cement, water and an aggre- By the way, Specification for Plastic (Stucco)

gate, usually sand. Cement, to guide and assist the
anyone know why manufacturing of uniform

it’s called “Portland” cement products throughout theThe typical cements used in

portland cement plaster con-

struction are hydraulic

cements. Hydraulic cements came from? occurred in portland cement

require the addition of water to

and where the name
industry. Previous references

to p las t ic  cement  had

product standards.

begin the process of hydration, the

chemical reaction between the water

and the cementitious binder, and will

set and harden under water. Blend the
ingredients in correct proportions and

you can produce a very hard, durable

wall finish, one that stands up very well

to moisture and works well under

many different climatic conditions.

On occasion, however, you may need

to alter the setting time or durability of

the mixture to satisfy a specific climatic

condition or to produce a specific fin-

ish texture. One of the ways of altering

the reaction time of the hydraulic

process is through the use of a plasticiz-

that they exhibit plastic properties.

They have an increased ability, when

compared to normal portland cement

plaster mixes, to retain enough water to

remain workable, or plastic, for an

extended period of time.

Plastic cement is nothing more than a

special hydraulic cement that contains a

plasticizing material in its factory mix.

Adding the plasticizer at the factory sim-

plifies the mixing process in the field and

eliminates the need to add a plasticizing

material to the basic mix, thus providing

a more consistent finish quality.

By the way, anyone know why it’s

called “portland” cement and where the

name came from? Special Wachuwan-
nano recognition in the next applicable

column to the first person to provide

the answer. (Here’s a hint: It has noth-

ing to do with a city on the coast of

Maine or in Oregon.)
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